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Editorial 

The Real Object 

One of the recurring difficulties the dianetic auditor encounters 
today-a strictly temporary difficulty, but none the less a real one-is 
that his preclear is being continuously attacked by friends, neutrals and 
enemies on the basis that dianetics has not been officially blessed by the 
official "authorities on the human mind." 

It may help the auditor to have the following points in mind. 

By diligent application, in the course of the-next ten years one could 
become a real authority on alchemy. By collecting ancient tomes, old 
records, antique manuscripts and forgotten records of long ago, by fer
reting out and collecting alembics, powdered unicorn horn, and the 
various apparatus of the old alchemist's laboratory, a great deal could 
be learned about alchemy. It would undoubtedly make a fascinating 
hobby. At the end of the ten years of study~ one could probably claim 
to be the world's leading authority on alchemy. 

But alchemy was intended to be a study of the nature of the real, 
physical universe, and of methods of controlling it. Therefore, as the 
world's leading authority on alchemy, one could claim to be the world's 
leading authority on the subject of the physical universe ..• or could 
one? 

It is essential to recognize that the fact ot being an authority on a 
system 0/ thought concerning a real object is NOT the same as being an 
authority on the real object. 

In Medieval schools ot medicine, Galen was the source of all wisdom 
concerning medicine; the graduated doctor was an authority on what 
Galen said about treatment 0/ the sick; the error made was to assume 
that being an authority on that system ot thought was the same as being 
an authority on the treatment ot the sick. 

Thus, while a psychologist is unquestionably an authority on 
psychology, and while psychology is unquestionably the presently
recognized system of thought concerning the human mind, no honest, 
clear-thinking psychologist dares claim to be an authority on the human 
mind. To do so is to violate the most basic principles of scientific 
thought; it is confusing an idea with the real object the idea concerns. 
Any man doing so is automatically guilty ot unsound thought. 

To judge what would constitute a true expert on the real object, 
consider that the professional engineer can guarantee something like 
99.970 success in his design ot a bridge. He has first become an expert 
on the science 0/ engineering; at that point he graduated from school. 
By years of practice and study and work, he has now become an expert 
on the real object; bridges. He can properly claim to be an expert on 
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the real object, because he can display, as evidence for his claim, not the 
ability to pass questionnaire examinations, but an unbroken succession 
of unbroken bridges. Even if, on returning to school, he should find 
that he has forgotten much of his science of engineering, and can no 
longer pass the questionnaire examinations every graduating engineer 
is expected to pass, he remains an expert on bridges. It is just that he 
is no longer an expert on the science of engineering. 

In engineering fields, this distinction between the expert on the 
real object and the expert on the theory of the real object, is sharply 
recognized. 

J. W. C., Jr. 

Departmental News 

A recent report from Chicago adds an interesting note to the article 
on The Processing of Children in this issue. The Chicago Department 
has instituted a program for observation and research in the field of 
Child Dianetics. Currently, it is on a very small scale. Two couples, 
Lucille and Henry Maurer and Eleanor and William Powers, who have 
worked with children previously, are carrying forward the immediate 
work with the children now being cared for dianetically. This program 
is under the general supervision of David Vrooman, H.D.A. 

It is hoped that the number of children being so cared for will 
increase shortly and that, as a result of increased observation, more 
definite ideas as to how to deal with the problems of children from a 
dianetic viewpoint will be formulated. 

At the present time, the most striking observation that has been 
made is in reference to the matter of valence shifts in children's every
day lives. One child, for example, is observed to be virtually unable to 
talk because of some sort of "shut up" command, and consequently is 
continually shifting into other, more vocally aggressive valences in order 
to overcome this handicap in his own valen~. 

This rapid shifting of valence is apparently a natural part of chil
dren's growth, and this is not in itself a sign of aberration but rather 
a form of exploration on the part of the child. Aberration seems to be 
present when the child is found to be simultaneously in more than one 
valence, or when he is found to be stuck in some valence other than 
his own. This view seems to receive support from our work with adults. 

As one aspect of the problem of helping children to absorb data cor
rectly, various games with words as well as with concrete materials are 
being contemplated, and, in some instances, experimentally applied. 
It is hoped that the games will give the children a better semantic 
orientation and that the continued use of these games in their everyday 
training will give them beneficial training patterns in this respect. 
When these games are finally formulated, the material on their exact 
nature and application is scheduled to be presented. 



The Processing of Children 
L. RON HUBBARD 

It is possible to process a child at any age level beyond the point 
when he learns to speak. No extensive processing should be undertaken 
until the child is at least five, and full dianetic processing is not en
couraged, except in very unusual circumstances, until the child is at least 
eight years of age. Much good can be accomplished before eight by 
straight line memory technique, but reverie should not be attempted 
before that age. In the period from eight to twelve years the child may 
be processed by any of the techniques outlined here. One should not 
force the child into the pre-natal area until after he is twelve years old. 
Sometimes a child will willingly return to the basic area and if this 
happens naturally, engrams can be reduced or erased. If a return to the 
basic area is made by the child, it is to be accepted and treated as a 
matter of course, but the auditor should not in any way force him 
to do so. 

In all except severe cases,a child may be successfully processed by 
a parent. In all cases, however, it is more difficult for a parent than an 
outside auditor, since the parent, by dint of being a parent, is a re
stimulator for the child. Even the tone of a parent's voice, without 
similarity of word content, will sometimes act as a restimulator. Never
theless, with some intelligence and objectivity on the part of the parent, 
it can be done. It should be set up as a well-defined program occurring 
in a slightly different form than any other household happening. It 
should be a new, different, exciting game in which the rules are slightly 
different from those of other forms of play. Even if the processing is 
done by an auditor from outside the household, the parents still form an 
essential part of the child's environment, and must be educated into 
acceptance of the facts of dianetics. 

There are three major steps in the processing of children: 

1. Prevent restimulation. 

2. Break locks. 

3. Deintensify painful emotion. 

The parent should attempt to avoid the language which is in the 
chilfE s reactive bank. The emotions accompanying this language should 
also be avoided, as well as any known duplication of situations which 
are likely to have been recorded by the child's reactive mind. If the 
parent cannot recall the incidents in which engrams might have been 
created, or if he cannot remember the language used at that time, he 
can soon determine by the child's reactions what sets of words and what 
kinds of emotion are in the child's reactive bank. He should then be 
very careful to avoid this language, especially when situations exist 
which might be engramic. Any aberration in a child is evidence that 
a key-in has occurred, and the situations in which the .aberrations are 
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most apparent will have similar perceptics to the perceptics which were 
present when the engram was laid in. 

For example, one set of parents tried desperately to keep their child 
from wetting the bed by continually telling him to go to bed and not 
to drink any water before he went. In spite of this "education" the 
child continued to wet the bed. Dianetic evaluation of this situation 
showed immediately that something in the immediate situation around 
the child was stimulating an engramic command which caused the 
bed wetting. In this case, as in many others, the action taken in all good 
faith by dianetically untrained parents was not preventing the aberra· 
tion, but rather was keeping it chronically keyed in. These parents found 
that commands which meant reactively that if you are told not to drink 
water you must urinate in the bed were contained in the birth engram. 
The actual engram content was: 

"The water is going to come." 

"It'll break and go in the bed." 

"Just lie there and let it go." 

The engram was keyed out by removing the restimulators. When 
the parents stopped telling the child not to drink water before he went 
to bed, the bed wetting tapered off and then stopped entirely. 

Locks can be contacted and blown through straight line memory 
techniques. The parent can be of great help in this part of the process 
because he knows pretty well when he has created a lock, especially in 
an emotional blow.up of any kind. By remembering the standard pat. 
tern of his dramatizations during emotional crises, he can help the child 
or the child's auditor to find the locks which will best help the child to 
overcome his difficulties. Whenever anaten * is present in the child, and 
it is present when any engram is being restimulated, a lock can be cre· 
ated. The resulting aberration will depend on the emotion and pain of 
the lock as well as of the original engram. This fact, plus the nature of 
the aberration, can be used to determine which locks should be investi· 
gated first. 

In a child, returning is a simple and natural mechanism, and the 
technique of blowing locks is to use a combination of memory and 
recall. Ask the child, for instance, if his mother ever bawled him out. 
If so, try to get him to remember a specific incident. At this point many 
children will close their eyes and return to the event. If the child can 
remember the exact words his mother used, and the words of any other 
people in the incident, allow him to run through it as often as it interests 
him. Most locks will blow with a single recounting, and will cease to 
have any aberrative effect on the child. 

Grief can be contacted in a child as easily as in an adult. The chief 
point of difference is that the grief will be on moments which seem not 
very important to an adult. A child will have a definite sense of loss 
when, for instance, his mother did not allow him to sail his boat on a 

."AnateD" fa coined from "analyzer attenuation" to delcribe the gradual and variable nature of aDuyzer 
.hutdown whU. avoidins the d.llical implication. of tbe word "UDCODllcioU8." 
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rainy day. The discharge over this type of grief engram will be small 
when compared to the grief occasioned by the leaving of a favorite 
nurse, or the loss of a pet, but any moment of grief which can be dis
charged will improve the health and well-being of the child. 

The Accessibility oj Children 

The auditor who wishes to deal successfully with children must 
have, above all, the ability to establish affinity with the child. This is a 
problem of interesting the child in the incidents which have caused his 
difficulty. A child's attention is badly scattered. He has not yet learned 
to focus his attention well, and it is the part of the auditor to pick up 
his attention and channel it back against the locks and grief engrams. 

A child has a great natural sense of dignity. Do nQt talk down to a 
child. Treat him with as much dignity as you can. You will find that the 
child has wierd mi~conceptions about many every day things around 
him. Trace these misconceptions to their source and you will usually 
find an adult who has not taken the trouble to give this child the right 
data. Never talk over a chiltE s head to his parents. It is better to talk 
over the heads of the parents to the child. Always work on a partner
ship basis with the child. 

One little boy was almost completely inaccessible at the beginning 
of processing. He was very non-committal about anything connected 
with his past life and completely silent in regard to his parents. Know
ing that this behavior was not natural to a child, his auditor asked sud
denly, "Which one of your parents told you they'd lick you if you told 
about their quarrels?" The little boy looked startled, and then burst into 
tears. Subsequent investigation proved that both parents had threat
ened him if he told anything about their fights. The auditor who deals 
with children needs to understand that there may be artificial barriers 
to the building of affinity with the child. In many cases the child can 
best be processed by dealing with the parenl$. 

Steps in Addition to Processing 

Quite often the processing of a child inevitably involves more than 
working with the child alone. Much of the aberration found in a child 
will have come from a lack of dianetic knowledge on the part of the 
parents and steps other than putting the child on a couch and removing 
locks and running grief engrams need to be taken in the interests of 
preventing restimulation. 

There are three ways of treating a person dianetically, and all of 
these ways are sometimes necessary in the processing of a child. 

1. Standard processing procedures. 

2. Dianetic education. 

S. Shifting environment. 
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The case of the little boy who had been warned not to talk about 
his parents' quarrels will serve to illustrate the type of action sometimes 
required in addition to regular processing procedures. The measures 
taken in this instance were rather extreme, but were necessary for the 
child's health. Blowing of the locks on this case revealed that violent 
quarrels occurred as a regular feature in the household, particularly 
during meal times. It was not uncommon for dishes to be utilized as 
weapons, and for the child to be caught in the line of fire. The child 
was continually being restimulated at mealtime and was not being fed 
properly. During the course of processing he had not only blown locks 
and grief over these and other incidents, but had begun to pick up 
weight. 

When the time came for him to return home, his auditor made the 
suggestion that the child should be allowed to eat his meals in the 
kitchen. Both parents immediately became very upset about what their 
boy had told concerning their quarrels, and the situation seemed to indi
cate that the parents were not going to be at all cooperative in keeping 
the child from further restimulation. Since the parents in this particular 
instance could not be reached with ordinary educational techniques, the 
auditor merely informed them that if the child ate his meals away from 
the family he would gain weight, and that if he did not gain weight the 
proper authorities to prevent cruelty to children would be contacted. 
The child gained weight. 

Dianetic Education oj Parents 

The auditor who deals with children needs to evaluate the child's 
environment from a dianetic viewpoint. In many cases it will be the 
parents who need processing, not the child. In any case it is important 
that the parent understand what key-ins are, and how to avoid them. 
One of the important points to remember in this connection is that the 
"usual" childhood illnesses quite often occur three days alter some emo
tional upset in the home. In processing the child, make sure to explore 
the area before any illness he may have had for the key-in which helped 
to bring it on. The first sickness of the child will help you locate the 
first key-in. If enouglJ. of these are found in the child, the parents will 
be convinced of the necessity of preventing further key-ins. If the 
child's processing does not provide enough evidence to persuade the 
parents of the importance of key-ins on the health of the child, it is a 
part of the processing of the child to demonstrate on one of the parents 
that such key-ins do take place, and that they effect health and happiness. 

A small amount of education for the parents in the principles of 
Child Dianetics will sometimes accomplish more than the same number 
of hours spent in processing the child. Perhaps the single most impor
tant point in such education is to make clear to the parents the impor
tance of giving goals to a child, and that the most important goal is that 
of growing up to be an adult. A child should have responsibility and 
independence commensurate with his status as a child. He should have 
things which are wholly his, and about which he decides everything. 
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But under no circumstances should he be possessed automatically of as 
much right as an adult in the sphere of the home. To give him this is 
to remove the main goal of his life: growing up. The child, cared for 
without question and trained toward nothing loses his prime incentive 
in life when the adults around him do not enjoy themselves as adults, 
take pleasure in their rights as adults, and insist on their rights as 
adults. When a child is kept dependent and shielded and recompensed 
for being a child, his incentive for being otherwise is much reduced 
with a consequent deterioration of ability and a serious reduction in 
the quantity of knowledge he will acquire since he does not see any 
real reason to acquire it. 

If a child is not robbed of his main goal, growing up, he can quite often 
salvage himself. But the child's idea of the adult world depends on the 
adults around him. If the child looks at mama and sees that she is 
really a sort of nurse maid for him, and that he can make her do most 
anything he wants her to do, and that she is always moaning and com
plaining about having so much work to do, about her health, about a lot 
of things, he is certain to conclude that he doesn't want to grow up to 
be like mama. If he looks at papa and sees that papa works all day at 
the office, comes home at night and sits in a chair doing nothing for the 
rest of the night, and "plays" by pushing a little white ball around on the 
lawn, the child inay well decide that he doesn't want to be like papa, 
either. The child is making a pretty good analysis of the situation if he 
decides that he'd rather stay a child anyhow! 

Education of the parent includes, of course, the basic ideas of pre
ventive dianetics. Don't talk around a sick or injured child. As soon 
as anaten begins to depart after a minor accident, act to make the child 
comfortable, but do not talk for many minutes. Don't leave the child in 
a restimulative atmosphere. Don't take a child up from the middle of a 
nice sleep and tell her repeatedly to "sit there in that chair and listen to 
what a terrible thing it is to be married to a man," as one mother did. 
Try to keep the child away from highly charged dramatizations of any 
kind. Care for the child efficiently, but quietly. Do not establish your-
self as an indispensable ally. . 

Education 01 the Child 
If an auditor finds at the beginning of processing that the child he 

is working with is in need of constructive things to do (and this will be 
customary rather than unusual) it is sometimes a good thing to set up a 
definite program of acquiring skills for the child. These should be 
primarily bodily skills. This program can be used as a means of shifting 
his environment slightly away from the most of the restimulation he is 
getting. Let the child pick his own program. Help him in setting it up, 
but if it is specifically designed to be his program do not in any way 
insist on its being carried out. 

The child needs very little education in dianetics, or in the dianetic 
viewpoint toward children. These thingS are natural for him. He will 
quickly come to look on his processing as an interesting game if the 
auditor builds the situation up in this way. 
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Semantic Re-orientation 

In one respect the auditor can perform a very important function in 
the education of the child. A child is almost always confused about the 
world around him because of the labels which have been placed on ob
jects by adults who do not understand the serious nature of incorrectly 
labelling an object for a child. Consider the case of a child who has had 
no previous data concerning death who is read a poem about little tin 
soldiers and angels with golden hair. If this is his first understanding 
of the word "death" it must be very puzzling to observe the adult re
action to death. The impression made by this first misconception about 
the meaning of death must somewhow be obliterated before any accu
rate communication" on the subject can be made to' the child. The 
divergence between this" first conception of death and all future concep
tions forms a troubled area in the filing system of the analyzer which 
will tie up some of the available attention of the child until the tension 
is resolved. The technique for accomplishing this is simply to treat 
the original incorrect labelling as a lock incident and to lift the tension 
from it by close present-time contact with it. 

Sometimes a lack of semantic orientation will cause problems which 
have such far-reaching implications that the resolving of the semantic 
problem in the mind of the child will produce results which appear to 
be miraculous. One little girl was failing in arithmetic. She was very 
bright in other subjects and no reason suggested itself for her failure to 
be able to do her work in this one subject. She was given a few problems, 
but became hopelessly bogged down trying to work them. 

Auditor: If an airplane is travelling at 10,000 feet at 2:00 P.M. and 
at 5,000 feet at 3:00 P.M., how far would a man have to fall to reach 
the ground at 3:00 P.M.? 

Little Girl: Gee I I dunno. Well, if it's ten thousand and then it's 
five thousand. Honest. I can't tell you. It's really a problem. 

Auditor: Is it just that problems bother you? 

Little Girl: I guess so. 

Auditor: Does anyone around here ever talk about problems? 

Little Girl: Well, maybe mommy might talk about having lots of 
problems. 

Auditor: Has anyone ever called you a problem? 

Little Girl: Well ••• no. I don't think so. 

Auditor: Who might call you a problem? 

Little Girl: Well, maybe mommy. Ohl You mean that kind of a 
problem! 

The word had assumed its right meaning, and the little girl soon 
started getting good marks in arithmetic. 
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Shifting Environment 

An auditor may discover information which will make changes in 
the environment of the child necessary for the child's health. Usually 
it is possible to obtain the cooperation of the parents in making these 
changes. There is a great deal of natural affinity between parent. and 
child, and the parent is usually genuinely interested in the welfare of 
the child. If it can be demonstrated to the parent that his child's health 
will be adversely affected if he visits his aunt and uncle every summer, 
the parent will usually discontinue the visit. 

Most of the changes necessary in a child's environment will be 
along the line of removing him from the restimulative effect of allies. 
The insidious way in which allies can completely undermine the health 
and sanity of a child without even being aware of what they are doing 
is hard to imagine unless you have examined it for yourself. 

In one instance an auditor visited a girl in a hospital. When he 
arrived he found that the grandmother had arrived previously, and 
that the girl had developed a fever. A little questioning established the 
fact that grandmother and the fever had arrived together. Straight 
line memory contacted an illness at nine years of age during which 
grandmother had re-established herself as an ally and insisted that she 
would be around any time the little girl was sick. When this lock was 
blown, the fever went down immediately and vanished completely in a 
few hours. 

In this respect it is interesting to note that any person who counter
mands the authority of a parent also undermines the independence of 
the child. The child's reality consists largely of his relationship to his 
parents. Any factor which comes between him and his parents is not 
good for the growth of the child. Any relative or other person who 
interrupts the communication between a child and his parents, no matter 
how well meaning his efforts, and especially if he attempts to set him
self up as another, less stern, parent is harming the health and sanity of 
the child. An auditor should use every possible means to have such a 
person removed from the immediate environment of the child. 

Special Problems 

The child is not capable of sustained concentration and should not 
be extended in this regard. Even in working pleasure moments the 
auditor should be careful not to attempt to keep the child concentrated 
on one activity any longer than the child can accomplish without tiring. 
When it is at all possible it is better to work every day with a child, 
sinee the working period with a child is shorter. The length of time a 
child may be able to work at one sitting may be very short, in some cases 
not more than fifteen minutes to a half hour, but if the child is unable 
to concentrate his attention for longer than this period, it will do no 
good at all to attempt to keep him at it longer. In this respect it might 
be well to note that although working time must necessarily be cut 
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shorter, the amount of good that can be accomplished in a child by these 
shorter sessions sometimes seems miraculous to persons who have not 
tried using dianetic techniques with children. 

One problem which exists with children more than with adults is 
that sometimes one or both of the parents will be actively against 
dianetics. If this has extended to the point of using dianetic terminology 
in a disparaging way the task may be made even more difficult. The an
swer to this problem is, of course, affinity and communication between 
the auditor and the child. It is good in a case of this kind to emphasize 
even more the "playing-a-game" approach, and to avoid use of dianetic 
terminology until affinity is well established. 

Another special problem with children is that the child will some
times not willingly enter a lock incident which appears light to an adult. 
One way of getting around this is to ask the child to imagine a television 
or a movie screen and to picture an incident similar to the lock on this 
screen. Quite often the actual lock will appear on the screen. One word 
of warning about this technique (which also may be used with adults on 
badly occluded locks). Never teU the child that any part of any situation 
is imaginary or a delusion. 

Children, even more than adults, lose their grasp on reality when 
their data is invalidated. If Junior's picture-screen image of mama has 
green hair, do not point out to him that mama's hair is really red. 
Simply run the lock through and proceed with processing. Eventually 
the data will begin to straighten out in Junior's mind and he will volun
teer the information that mama's hair is really not green, but red, and 
that he knew it all along. 

Dividends 

Nothing in dianetics provides more thrill than to see a child regain 
his grasp on reality. Once communication between an auditor and a 
child has been definitely established, the results of processing in a child 
are immediately apparent. A child grasps dianetics easily, and it is not 
at all uncommon to see them beginning to use the new memory games on 
mama and papa and on playmates. Unless there is a very bad prenatal 
bank which has already been keyed in, a child's perceptics are usually 
in good shape. It is a pleasure to watch them regain their own data and 
re-establish its validity. 

Children become particularly adept at running out minor pain in
cidents immediately after they occur. Since the latest bump or fall may 
be contacted and the pain lessened or relieved completely by the child 
itself, several auditors have taught their children the technique of tak
ing care of minor bruises. 

Considering the high adaptability of children it was not at all 
surprising when one professional auditor found his little girl out in the 
back yard, with a look of grim determination on her face, running out 
the licking papa had just administered! 
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Associations, Groups and Clubs 
The Foundation has set up a Group Activities Office which will 

cooperate with and aid dianetic groups throughout the country. A book
let is being prepared setting out the ways in which the Foundation can 
work with groups and making suggestions as to their organization and 
operation. All groups-and individuals who would like a dianetic group 
in communities where none exists-are requested to contact the Co
ordinator of Group Activities, telling about their group, giving its 
address, and names of officers or leaders. A copy of the booklet will be 
sent to officers or leaders of such groups and to individuals who wish to 
start such groups. 

Address: Coordinator of Group Activities 

Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Inc. 
P. O. Box 502 
Elizabeth, N. J. 

Additional Independent Groups 
Reporting Since Last Bulletin: 

Mr. K. L Martin, Secy. 
Indianapolis Group 
3454 N. Pennsylvania St. 
Apt. 4 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

John A. Muir 
60 Stevenson Drive 
Concord, California 

W. C. Widelow, D. O. 
25 Larch Road 
London, N.W. 2, England 

Alan N. Munro 
137 Wellington St., W. 
Toronto 1, Ontario 
Canada 

Mr. R. Badertscher 
c/o Mailrack 
6th & Hudson Streets 
Stevens Institute 
Hoboken, New Jersey 

Mr. Donald T. Drake 
11420 Rose Hedge Drive 
Whittier, California 
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Decontam Group 
Walter R. Lamb, Secy. 
4407 Edgewood Avenue 
Oakland 2, California 

Albany Dianetics Club 
c/o Warren Creel 
27 Pinewood Avenue 
Albany 3, New York 

Marin County Group 
T. Martine 
1 Summit Avenue 
Mill Valley, California 
Dunlap 8·0645 

Hanford Group 
Hermy Plummer 
220 Katherine Street 
Hanford, California 
Hanford 827 

North Hollywood Group 
Mrs. Lillian Olson 
5657 Lankershim Blvd. 
North Hollywood, California 
Sunset 3·4268 

First Methodist Church 
9501 Virginia Avenue 
South Gate, California 



E. C. Krieger 
Artisan House 
230 West 4th Street 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

Yale Dianetics 
Paul N. Sternbach 
735 Yale Station 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Mr. Marshall Breeden 
1126% N. New Hampshire 
Hollywood, California 

Houston Dianetic Society 
Fred A. Frank, Jr. 
2044 Santa Rosa 
Houston 12, Texas 

C. Arthur Pickering 
Route 2, Box 17E . 
Turner, Oregon 
Salem 2-2058 

Bay Area Dianetics Seminar 
Mrs. Mary H. Reher, Secy. 
3640 Ashwood Avenue 
Venice, California 
Ex 7-9988 

Laurel Canyon Group 
Mrs. Graham Keane 
8918 Holly Place 
Los Angeles, California 
Granite 2057 

New Address 

Pasadena Dianetics Group 
521 Parkway Building 
117 E. Colorado 
Pasadena, California 
Sy 2-2071 

Tampa Bay Dianetic Research Institute 

In answer to many questions about group formation, the following 
report concerning the Tampa Bay Dianetic Research Institute should 
be informative. 

The Institute is an independent, non-incorporated, non-profit or
ganization of Dianetic Auditors, formed in order to coordinate the efforts 
of those in the Tampa Bay area studying dianetics. It began function
ing essentially as an information and coordinating center for Florida 
regions surrounding Tampa, St. Petersburg, and Clearwater. The Insti
tute cooperates with any team wishing to commence co-auditing, in
structs beginning auditors, and aids in case openings for co-auditors. 
Associate Membership is open in the Institute to anyone interested 
in dianetics. Full membership is limited to those who have obtained 
releases and who desire to do auditing and take part in the research 
program of the Institute. 

Regular meetings are held, open to Auditors and pre-clears who have 
been audited, in which auditing techniques, case-histories, and general 
questions are discussed. The Institute also issues a mimeographed 
Bulletin in which case releases are reported, meetings announced, 
auditing techniques suggested, and general topics of interest discussed. 
Contributing subscriptions to the Tampa Bay Dianetic Research Insti
tute were established as being available at $5.00 annually. 
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The Institute has started a highly commendable research program 
illustrative of the efficient and valuable accomplishments of which an 
independent group is capable. This program has been under way for 
only a few weeks but already indicates the result of organized thought 
and careful consideration prior to instituting the program. The research 
program includes the full use of psychometry for all pre-clears before 
commencing processing, llsing the SRA Primary Abilities tests, the 
Kuder Preference Record (vocational), and the Minnesota Multiphasic. 
Parallel tests are to be given after each 100 hours of processing, or at 
other suitable intervals. In every case possible, the pre-clear is asked 
to take a complete physical examination and to request that his physician 
complete and sign an examination form supplied by the Institute. 
Psychometry results and the physical examination forms are kept on 
permanent file and checked upon obtaining releases. 

Several members of the Institute have already obtained releases from 
psychosomatic conditions. The results from the psychometric program 
are not yet available but should prove to be interesting within a short 
period of time. 

A branch of the Tampa Bay Dianetic Research Institute has been 
established at the University of Florida, in Gainesville, and correspond
ence may be addressed to their acting secretary, Mr. Frank Smith, Box 
2611, University Station, Gainesville, Florida. 

Persons interested in more detailed information in regard to the 
formation and structure of the Tampa Bay Dianetic Research Institute 
should contact: Morgan J. Morey, P. O. Box 2719, Tampa, Florida. 

Radio Discussions 

Since the early days of dianetics, amateur radio operators have been 
disseminating information and discussing problems over their tral1&
mitters. Interested "hams" have joined in these discussions from all 
over the country and Canada. Other interested parties who have not yet 
tuned in on these sessions will find the following information of help in 
locating some of the stations. 

Mr. John W. Campbell, Jr., uses the call letters W2ZGU. Mr. Parker 
Morgan's call letters are W2MUP. Mr. Lell Barr, whose wife, Lee Barr, 
is Director of Admissions, uses the call letters W2YHZ. The bands used 
are seventy-five, twenty, and ten meter phone. The discussions usually 
take place in the evenings or on week ends. 

Any other "hams" who are interested in joining in discussions of 
dianetics on the air are welcomed to these bull sessions. Calls will he 
listed on request. 
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Bag of Tricks 

Most auditors develop within the framework of standard procedure 
little points of technique which they have found useful. If one trick 
does not produce quick results, another may. With a full bag of tricks 
an auditor will be able to pullout the right technique for any occasion. 
Contributions will be gladly accepted. 

When a pre-clear has a chronic somatic and won't get anything else 
but that chronic somatic, you can be certain· that the engram has a 
grouper in it. and that the whole bank. is coming up and draining out 
through that grouper. When a pre-cle,ar suddenly starts running nothing 
but a chronic somatic or a set of chronic somatics there is a grouper 
somewhere in a chain that has been triggered but not run out. Work 
directly for the grouper and once you have found the grouper which 
affects the somatic, take it down to the basic area and erase the engram 
in the basic area. Even before running out all the engrams contacted 
in this procedure (which should be done as quickly as possible) the 
somatics may drop out of restimulation. 

Many phrases have more than one command effect: A holder may 
also be a grouper, etc. Some pre-clears will use this fact to avoid giving 
the phrase. If this occurs, ask for an interfering phrase and the pre
clear will usually come up with the phrase you are seeking. 

If an auditor has worked hard for a yawn and finally gets one, he 
can usually double his output immediately by saying, "The somatic 
strip will sweep through the area where that yawn came from. Go back 
over it again, please." 

If an engram obviously has a grouper in it ("I seem to get lots of 
phrases at once--It's getting confused down here") ask for the grouper 
in the engram. If you can not get one, ask for the grouper affecting this 
engram. When you get it, run it over until it no longer acts as a grouper, 
go back and finish the original engram, then try for the engram which 
contained the grouper. 

Circuits grow stronger through use. If your pre-clear's stock answer 
is "I can't feel it", ask him not to use those words during processing 
unless you specifically ask for them or unless they occur in an engram. 
The circut may become weaker and easier to tackle directly. 
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Case Histories 

Case No. 48: "G • .A.." 
Pre-clear is a white female, age 45, divorced. Occupation beautician. 

Before dianetic processing was under care of gynecologist because of 
menopausal syndrome and chronic endocervicitis of 12 years duration. 
Her physician had noted that she appeared to be resistant to the effects 
of estrogens, whether administered per os or hypodermically. He had 
also advised trachelectomy. About 3 years prior to the time she was 
first seen she had had approximately 250 hours of psychotherapy, with
out apparent benefit; diagnosis: manic-depressive. 

At the onset of dianetic processing she was apathetic, saying that 
she hated her two children, that she couldn't live in one place for any 
length of time and that she especially disliked men. In spite of this 
last statement she was markedly promiscuous, having coitus on an 
average of twice a week, usually with a new acquaintance each time. 

Dianetic exploration revealed that the patient's mother had at
tempted abortion several times, accompanying the attempt with the 
words, "God is punishing me by making me pregnant again." Following 
the third abortion attempt, the mother developed a chronic vaginal 
discharge; two more abortion attempts were made, with the remark that 
"God is punishing me by giving me gonorrhea." 

When the patient was two years old, her mother died and she was 
brought up by her grandmother, whose remark with every punishment 
was, "God will punish you and you won't go to Heaven unless you mind 
me." At the age of 7 the patient was raped by a young man who stated, 
during the rape, that he "wanted to make a baby." The rape, incident
ally, occurred because she disobeyed her grandmother and went riding 
in a car with a strange man. She had no feelings of guilt about the sex 
act itself; her main concern was that she had disobeyed her grand
mother and now God would punish her and she would not go. to Heaven. 

On her wedding night her husband stated that he would not permit 
her to practice contraception because he "wanted to make a baby." 
The restimulatory effect of this remark apparently caused her to detest 
her husband, coitus, and her children. After the birth of her second 
child she developed chronic vaginal discharge mentioned. She inter
preted this as gonorrhea, and continued to regard it as such in spite 
of numerous negative vaginal smears. She was divorced at 40 and there
after became sexually promiscuous. She stated that she had never ex
perienced an orgasm during extramarital coitus, or, in fact, during 
any time of her life. 

Dianetic processing consisted of the erasure of painful incidents 
in her life, both pre- and post-natal. Medical examination about six 
months after completion of therapy showed that her cervix had com
pletely healed, that she no longer had a vaginal discharge and that her. 
menopausal symptoms were well controlled by relatively small doses 
of estrogen. Her skin, which had previously been noticeably oily and 
coarse-textured, regained a normal appearance and turgor, these changes 
occurring within ninety days after dianetic processing and before estro
genic therapy had been resumed. 
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Her mood was definitely improved; she was no longer depressed, 
she did not quarrel with her children and she ceased being sexually 
promiscuous. Soon thereafter she was remarried and at last report, one 
and one half years later, was happy and well-adjusted. 

This case was an example of the shorter peri~d of processing some
times required; total time was 61 hours. 

Summary oj Case No. 1006: "B.E." 
October 10, 1950 

Pre-clear is a white male, age 37, divorced. Pre-clear had been an 

alcoholic from the approximate time he reached adulthood. The severity 
of the dipsomania had increased until, for the past year, pre-clear had 
been drinking incessantly. Pre-clear's dipsomania was a fundamental 
contributory cause of his divorce. 

Pre-clear was highly intoxicated on the day he arrived at the 
Foundation to make arrangements for processing. He was informed 
at that time that he must refrain from drinking for the entire period 
of processing. Pre-clear ignored this request and arrived for the first 
session of processing with evidences that he had continued to drink. 

On the third day of processing, an incident was contacted in which 
the pre-clear was four months old. A flood was in progress and pre
clear's family was deserting their home. The family discusses the ad
visability of drinking water contained in a large jug. They decide that 
it is contaminated, and take a small bottle containing satisfactory 
drinking material. Pre-clear is carried under his mother's arm and his 
field of vision is limited correspondingly. He catches sight of the small 
bottle, and there is a feeling of acceptance of the contained liquid; He 
is carried into a rowboat, and the sight of the turbulent flood waters is 
terrifying to him. 

The correlation of the terrifying flood waters and acceptable drink
ing liquid contained in small bottles appears to have contributed the 
engramic commands to the pre-clear's dipsomania. He stated that after 
contacting this incident on the third day of processing, the desire to 
relieve his sense of stress and loneliness by drinking was absent. Subse
quent to the reduction of this key-in a number of prenatal engrams 
were contacted and reduced. 

Since termination of processing, a period of approximately two 
months, the desire to drink has never recurred. Pre-clear is also making 
a socially effective readjustment in the society under the same circum
stances in which he previously had failed. 
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Hubbard Dianetic Auditors 

The name Hubbard Dianetic Auditor, abbreviated H.D.A., has been 
approved as the correct nomenclature for a person who has successfully 
completed the professional auditors course at one of the training centers 
of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation. The term and its abbre
viation can be used only by those people who have reached the standard 
of auditing set up atthe professional schools and who have been officially 
certified. The following list is correct as of November 1. 

Hubbard Dianetic Auditors Employed By The 
Foundation 

Eli.beth: Lo. Angele.: 

Alenick, C. H. Beltran, Karu 
Barr Lee Benton, Gene 
BeIbap Burke Burrage, Elizabeth 
Byall, Mrs. Evan Bruce Cary, David E. 
Byall, E. Bruce Conway, Roger W. 
Campbell, John M., Jr. Davis, George G. 
Campbell, John W., Jr. Dessler, Frank 

Chicago: 

Allen, Virginia Paxton 
Ellet, J ames Wilson L. 
Horton, John B. 
Smith, Robert J. 
Vrooman, David V. 
West, Leo 

Cooke Millen Frost, Robert A., Jr. 
Def£eb'ach, Ann E. Fulke, Harrison P. Washington, D. C.: 
Dobbs, David L. Hansen, Dr. Stanley F' M L hI' J h 
Ell' tt J M Hite Lyn M. c aug m, 0 n 
Hoilis;er,a=Ues F. Hof~ann, A. E. McLaughlin, Mrs. A!da A. 
Horwitz, Irving W. Horner, Jack F. Purdy, Raymond Vmcent 
Hubbard L. Ron Hurt, James E. 
Hubbard: Sara N. Kearns, Joseph F. 
Isaacson, Susan R. Kneass, Jack 
Koontz, Jonathan W. Malsman, Marcia 
Koontz Paul McLeod, Robert N. 
Lewis, john B. O'Connell, Walter 
MacLean, David C. Otteson, Theodore 
Morgan, Parker Ross, Jon 
Rawlings, Fred C. Sand~rs, Drake 
Saunders Richard W. SchmIdt, Harold E. 
Street, C.' C. Seidler, George 
Twining, Harold C. Shank, Glen E. 

New York: 

Bartley, James N. 
Blossom, Roberts S. 
Burkan, Theodore C. 
Cooke, J. S. 
Halpern, G. Richard 
J entes, Dorothy A. 
Kearney, Margaret W. 
Kotala, M. Ann 

Waldrop, Stanley Shank, W •. Bradford 
Walker Dr. Rowland South, DaVId Honolulu, T.H.: 
Welgos: James W. Southwick, Virginia R. 
Woodson, Robert T. Southwich, H. H. Lee, Stephen K. F. 
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Independent Hubbard Dianetic Auditors 
Arizona: 
Lyon, Paul, Route 2, Box 1048 B, Mesa 
Youngstrom, C. A., Box 267, Buckeye 

California: 
Ackerman, Wendayne, 2361;2 N. New Hampshire, Los Angeles 4 
Anderson, Laurence 0., 742 Pioneer Drive, Glendale 3 
Archerit, Laura, 3210 D~ronda Avenue, Hollywood 28 
Babcock, Wayne, Route 2, Box 86, Lancaster 
Baker, C. Richard, 624 S. Berendo, Apt. 504, Los Angeles 5 
Ball, Arthur L., 5131 Marvale Dr., Los Angeles 43 
Ballard, Francis E. Dr., 7446 Darby Avenue, Reseda 
Benton, Mrs. Margaret, c/o 2600 South Hoover St., Los Angeles 
Butler, John J., 36 E. Colorado Blvd., Arcadia 
Butterworth, Ernest, Dr., 20 N.W. 3rd Avenue, Santa Ana 
Carlson, Constance, 20161;2 Delaware, Berkeley 
Coffin, Richard A., 1340 Pico Avenue, San Bernardino 
Conrad, Charles L. Dr., 5708 Craner, North Hollywood 
Cooke, Charles E., Jr., 10748 Strathern St., Sun Valley 
Crowder, Conrad, 2414 Telegraph, Berkeley 
Crutchfield, La Vonne, 4455 Tyrone Avenue, Sherman Oaks 
Crutchfield, Les, 4455 Tyrone Avenue, Sherman Oaks 
De Mille, Rosalind J., 8082 Selma Avenue 
Dewey, G. Gordon, P. O. Box 2181, Hollywood 
Eudey, Anne G., 686 Santa Barbara Rd., Berkeley 
Farber, Evans W., 17221;2 Riverside Dr., Los Angeles 
Farrell, John R., 3009 Deakin St., Berkeley 
Frazer, Jack, 151414th St., Los Angeles 
Garrett, Walter E., ,1428.B 26th St., Santa Monica 
Gavin, Katherine 4077 Idaho St., San Diego 4 
Gilbert, Edward H., 6331 Bluebell Avenue, North Hollywood 
Goldstone, Louis, 269 16th Avenue, San Francisco 10 
Gurchot, Charles, Dr., 150 Palo Alto, San Francisco 14 
Hadley, Carol, Ventura County Hospital, Ventura 
Hartzell, Dorothea, 46 N. Marion Avenue, Pasadena 4 
Hayes, Charles R., 6337 Bluebell Avenue, N. Hollywood 
Hedden, John H., 155a Santa Rosa Ave., Sausalito 
Hixson, James Dr., 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28 
Hunter, Henry F., 2215 Cedar St., Berkeley 9 
Jardine, Carl T., P. O. Box 361, Coronado 
Jordan, Lewis, 1406 Hepner Avenue, Los Angeles 41 
Kamman, Morris H., Jr., 1703112 Morton Avenue, Los Angeles 
Lamb, Wilfrid T., 1320 Angelina St., Los Angeles 26 
LaPat, Maxwell, Dr., 3051 Leeward Avenue, Los Angeles 5 
Laxson, Claude, 4061 Kansas St., San Diego 4 
Lewis, Julia, 957 West Adams, Los Angeles 
Lilly, Mamie E., 10613 East Hazard, Route #3, Santa Ana 
Linton, Malvin W., 170 Los Olivos, Daly City 
Lynn, Vernon, 8466 Kirkwood Dr., Los Angeles 46 
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Magdiel, Einar R., 1658 West Washington, Los Angeles 
Marshall, Alan R., 133 South Washington, Whittier 
Martin, Sheridan 13154 Garber St., Pacoima 
McGuire, Herman M., 615 S. EI Molino, Apt. 2., Pasadena 
McRorie, Lester H., 1127 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 14 
Mock, Louise, 2310 N. Park, Santa Ana 
Nagley, E. J., General Delivery, Whittier 
Naylor, Jack M., 117 West Channel Rd., Santa Monica 
Nicholas, Harriet B., 1377 North Ridgewood, Hollywood 28 
Nicholas, Jack W., 1377 North Ridgewood Pl., Los Angeles 28 
Nolan, Mary Jane, 236 Sierra Highway, Palmdale 
Osborne, Raymond, 2751 Glendower Rd., Los Angeles 27 
Pfeiffer, Virginia, 3210 Deronda Dr., Hollywood 
Pumphrey, Byron, 8833 Cynthia St., Hollywood 
Quist, CarlO., 1026 Wilshire Blvd., Apt. 307, Los Angeles 
Reese, Edward, 4244 42nd St., San Diego 5 
Roberts, Cathy, Starr Route, Calebas88 
Rowell, Walter A., 1427 21st St., Apt. E., Santa Monica 
Rubin, Renee, 326 E. Rustic Rd., Santa Monica 
Russell, Jay, 5311 Allan St., Los Angeles 32 
Sewell, James H. Jr., 1014 French St., Santa Ana 
Sewell, Robert L., 1014 French St., Santa Ana 
Shorts, Milo J., 929 McClintock Avenue, Temple City 
Shultz, Charles K., 128 W. 77th St., Los Angeles 
Siler, Raymond K., 3311% Cazador St., Los Angeles 
Starr, Roger, 2730 Bellevue Avenue, Los Angeles 65 
Stern, Richard 4300 West I1lth St., Lennox 
Stewart, Ian M., 1027 Treat Avenue, San Francisco 
Stimpert, Mary, 4440% Union Avenue, La Canada 
Stone, Idella, 321 East Grandview, Sierra Madre 
Tracy, Arthur P., 11314 Tiara Street, North Hollywood 
Varerlen, Basil, 1355 19th Avenue, San Francisco 
Waitt, William F., 10940 Ophir Dr., Los Angeles 
Warner, Byron S., 549 Frontera Dr., Pacific Palisades 
Wallace, Joseph T., 724 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica 
Wheeler, Rosaleen, 438 E. Rustic Road, Santa Monica 
White, K. Alexandra, 6617 Iris Dr., Hollywood 28 
Whittlesey, John, 525 N. Normandie Avenue, Los Angeles 4 
Wilburn, Helen, 310 North Myers St., Burbank 
Wismer, Jerold, 1800 Main St., Unit 115, Santa Monica 
Work, Cleo W., 337 N. Benton Way, Los Angeles 

Canada: 
Sullivan, Roger P., R.R. #1 Isle Perrot, Province Quebec 
Sullivan, Mrs. Roger P., R. N., R.R. # I, Isle Perrot, Province Quebec 

Central America: 
Hoegg, Robert Joseph, 2a Avenue sur., #2 Guatemala City, Guatemala 

Colorado: 
Clifton, Thomas R., 1838 23rd St., Boulder, Colorado 
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Connecticut : 
Breeding, Donald Gny, Institute of General Semantics, Lakeville 
Hamilton, Ralph C., 561 Madison Avenue, Lakeville 
Rarey, Ralph S., 16 Fern Street, Hartford 

Florida: 
Dunn, Ed, 1000 N.W. 40th St., Miami 
Grimm, Mrs. Marjorie 
Riggs, Guy Wadsworth, U.S.S.P.C.S. 1385, Key West 
Van Buskirk, Mrs. Golda, 240 East Minnesota Avenue, De Land 
Seyle, Harold W., 122 Avenue Minorca, Coral Gables 

Georgia: 
Dorminy, William E., P. O. Box 131, Tifton 
Rooks, Maurice A., Colquitt 

Indiana: 
Marlin, Kenneth L., 3454 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis 

Kansas: 
Purcell, Donald G., 5729 Rockwood Rd., Wichita 
Purcell, Mrs. Donald, 5729 Rockwood Rd., Wichita 

Maryland: 
Robinson, Jacquelin C., Drumcliffs, Hollywood 

Michigan: 
Courtis, Martha Eurich, P. O. Box 480, Ann Arbor 
Jedyhak, Leo, 1235 Tremont, Flint 
Mitman, Paul J., 4303 Buckingham, Detroit 24 

Minnesota: 
Schuster, Donald H., 2362 Valentine St., St. Paul 8 

Missouri: 
Mills, Adrienne B., 3330 Greenwood Blvd., Maplewood 

Nevada: 
Crosby, Robert A., 750 Cornell St., Lovelock 

New Hampshire: 
Lord, William S., R.F.D. 4, Laconia 

New Jersey: 
Bolla, Dezso Jr., 258 Palisade Avenue, Garfield 
Boyle, John, Mt. Kemball Lake, R. D., Morristown 
Coriell, Abner, R.F.D. 1, Box 234 A, Bound Brook 
Cherlin, Mary, 124 Osborne Lane, New Brunswick 
Lindsay, Albert V., 136 East Center St., Midland Park 
Nappe, Moritz, Colts Neck 
Winter, Joseph, Dr., 605 Brookside Place, Cranford, New Jersey 
Winter, Mrs. Joseph, 605 Brookside Place, Cranford, New Jersey 
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New York: 
Beigler, Myron A., 30 5th Avenue, Apt. lID, New York City 
Bertolino, Carl, 504 East 88th St., New York 28 
Bryce, Howard S., 141 Jessup Avenue, New York 52 
Chafets~ Florence R.., 6 Stuyvesant Oval, New York 
Conrad, Lillian, 400 East 52nd Street, New York 
Fisher, Lewis G., 72 Chatterton Parkway, White Plains 
Green, W.ayne, 1379 E. 15th St., Brooklyn 30 
Halpern, Mrs. George, 300 E. 57th St., New York City 
Hulswit, Frank, 40 Lawrence St., Spring Valley 
Lincer, Mary, 147 West 79th St., New York 24 
Madison, John H., Jr.,' Botany Dept., Cornell University, Ithaca 
Mann, F. G., 3 Peter Cooper Road, New York 10 
Mantell, Daniel L, 157·34 100th St., Howard Beach, L. I. 
Miller, Mrs. E., 2001 N. Gramercy Place New York City 
Wendell, Richard H., 224 New York Ave., Ogdensburg 
Wilson, Bradford· J., 331 West 84th St., New York 

North CarolilUJ: 
Davis, Mrs. Alex S., P. O. Box 657, Chapel Hill 
Hunt, Donald J., 1709 Colonial Avenue, Greensboro 

Ohio: 
Bauman, Helen F., 1051 Nicholson Avenue, Lakewood 7 
Greenfield, J. S., Dr., 322 N. Main St., Bowling Green 
Howard, Eph, 4013 W. 157th St., Cleveland 11 
Morrissett, James C., 625 Grafton Avenue, Dayton 6 
Rainville, Robert 0., c/o Raybourne, R.R. #4, Lancaster 
Rich, George Grant, 5126 Columbia Rd., North Olmstead 

Pennsylvtmia: 
Blatt, Samuel, 5423 Wyndale Avenue, Philadelphia 31 
Jeffrey, Rev. Wm. H., ChaHont 

Virginia: 
Hinder, George W., 1201 South Forest Dr., Arlington 4 
Putt, Sam J., 2211 Rivermont Ave., Lynchburg 

Washington: 
Baer, Mark H., 1023 East 71st St., Seattle 5 
Brady, Mrs. Marion, 724 W. Providence Avenue, Spokane 12 
Brown, John J., 2633 41st SW, Seattle 5 
Cysowski, David J., 4730 20th Avenue NE, Seattle 5 
Jackins, Harvey, 6753·23rd N.W., Seattle 7 
Kahmann, Margaret L, 219 Jones Bldg., Third and Union, Seattle I 

Washington, D. C.: 
Edgerton, John D., 1800 Eye St., N.W. 
Stevens, Allen, 1714 Summit Place, N.W. 
Wheeler, Mrs. Mary, 1723 I Street, N.W. 
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Courses 

The following courses are in progress in Dianetics at Foundation 
headquarters and Departments of the Foundation. For more particulars 
write Parker Morgan, Secretary, Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, 
or your local Department. 

Intensive processing by a Hubbard Dianetic Auditor cotlsisting of 
thirty-six hours during a six-day period is available at Foundation Head· 
quarters and all Departments. Reservations must be made in advance. 
Telephone or write to your nearest Department. 

COURSE I 
Elizabeth and Los Angeles only. 

This is the professional course. Those enrolled will work toward 
certification as a professional auditor which will be granted upon satis
factory completion. It is expected that, during the term of the course, 
enrollees shall devote full time to the study of Dianetics, including lec
ture, classes, observation of and practice in Dianetic Auditing. Duration: 
4 weeks. Fee: $500.00. 

COURSE II 
A series of fifteen lectures given to teams of two who plan to co-audit 

each other. There is one series of lectures given three evenings a week 
over a period of five weeks, and another series given Saturday evenings 
for fifteen weeks. The course includes case opening and instruction on 
team auditing. Consult your local department for fees and dates of 
course. 

COURSE HI 
Case opening for a team. This is a session of two hours conducted 

by a professional auditor who takes each member of a team through 
reverie under the observation of his co·auditor. Appropriate instruction 
is given. Fee: $25.00 per hour. 

It is with regret that we must charge for training. We should prefer 
to extend this knowledge freely to all who desire it. Nevertheless, if 
research in Dianetics is to continue-and we are sure you agree with us 
as to its importance-we must charge for our services. Proceeds go to the 
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation. 

THE SELECTION AND APPROVAL OF CANDIDATES APPLY. 

ING FOR TRAINING WILL BE ENTIRELY AT THE DISCRETION 

OF THE FOUNDATION. 
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